Important information about the countries that you can transfer money to:
Please go through the following information about the country that you wish to transfer money to. Because of the very high
number of banks involved in the service, there might be some service limitations imposed by individual banks due to their system
conditions or regulatory requirements. SABB will make its best effort to provide its customers with such information upfront.

Country

Fast Fund Banks

India





ICICI
Canara Bank
Federal Bank

Non-Fast Fund Banks



Union Bank
Axis Bank
BOB
HDFC
SBI

UBP
EWB
Sterling Bank



BDO

Commercial Bank of Ceylon
Bank of Ceylon
HNB
Sampath Bank

All other banks that issue Visa debit
cards don’t have the ‘Fast Fund’
feature.






Philippines





Sri Lanka






Notes

Whether or not a bank has the ‘Fast
Fund’ feature will also be indicated
at the time of saving a beneficiary.
Malaysia







Indonesia




Nepal




Maybank
BSN
Public Bank
RHB
Bank Islam

Bank Mandiri
Bank Bukopin
Nepal Investment Bank
NABIL

All other banks that issue Visa debit
cards don’t have the ‘Fast Fund’
feature.
Whether or not a bank has the ‘Fast
Fund’ feature will also be indicated
at the time of saving a beneficiary.



Bank Negara (BPN)
Bank Permata

All other banks that issue Visa debit
cards don’t have the ‘Fast Fund’
feature.
Whether or not a bank has the ‘Fast
Fund’ feature will also be indicated
at the time of saving a beneficiary.

UAE

No bank in the UAE currently
offers the ‘Fast Fund’ feature.
However, you can still
conveniently transfer funds to
the UAE through Visa Direct, and
the amount will be credited to
the beneficiary’s account within
48 hours (Two working days).

You can send money through the
Visa Direct service to the
following banks that issue Visa
debit cards.






United Kingdom

No bank in the UK currently
offers the ‘Fast Fund’ feature.
However, you can still
conveniently transfer funds to
the UK through Visa Direct, and
the amount will be credited to
the beneficiary’s account within
48 hours (Two working days).

You can send money through the
Visa Direct service to the
following banks that issue Visa
debit cards.





Lebanon

China

No bank in Lebanon currently
offers the ‘Fast Fund’ feature.
However, you can still
conveniently transfer funds to
the Lebanon through Visa
Direct, and the amount will be
credited to the beneficiary’s
account within 48 hours (Two
working days).
No bank in China currently offers
the ‘Fast Fund’ feature.
However, you can still
conveniently transfer funds to
the China through Visa Direct,
and the amount will be credited
to the beneficiary’s account
within 48 hours (Two working
days).

























Pakistan







Habib Bank
Bank Alfalah
Faysal Bank
Meezan Bank
Askari Bank

Dubai Islamic Bank
ENBD
HSBC
Union National Bank
Mashreq Bank




HSBC
Lloyds
RBS
NatWest
Bank Audi
Byblos Bank
BLOM Bank
Credit Libanais
Bank of Beirut

Debit Cards
China Construction Bank
China Minsheng Bank
Bank of Beijing
Credit Cards
China Construction Bank
China Everbright Bank
Bank of Communications
China Merchant Bank
Bank of China Ltd
ICBC
China Minsheng
Banking Corps. Ltd
China CITIC Bank
Agricultural Bank of China
China Guangfa Bank Co. Ltd
Shanghai Pudong Dev't Bank
Industrial Bank Co. Ltd
United Bank
Allied Bank

Whether or not a bank
has the ‘Fast Fund’
feature will also be
indicated at the time
of saving a beneficiary.

